About Us
YieldRiser increases revenues for
advertising on their web pages.

Contact Us!
Publishers from

YieldRiser was founded in 2015, but the people, who
work in YieldRiser operate on Internet advertising
market since 1997. They had been building Poland's
largest advertising networks, and now they are focusing
on increasing the revenue for various Publishers,
cooperating with us.
Many Publishers are simply limited to inserting Google
AdSense codes. They focus on developing a
website, which is built around the community, possess
traffic through SEO, the development of additional
features, direct sales, etc.

YieldRiser sp. z o.o.
Puławska 465,
02-844 Warszawa
kontakt@yieldriser.com

NIP:9512367872,
REGON: 146703725

Optimizing advertising revenue is extremely important,
because it can immediately increase your monthly
income. Every day in YieldRiser we prove that we can
do it.

Increase your
ad revenues
from 20%to
200%
Guarantee revenue growth for
Publishers

www.yieldriser.com

European Funds - for the development of innovative
economy - "Investing in your future"
The project is co-financed from EU funds

We are official
partner Google
DoubleClick
AdExchange

We will increase
your revenue
Measurable success
We know our job inside out.
We’ve been doing this for over 10 years.
We will bring Your ad revenue to the next
level.
We advise on how to place ads online at their
best.
You will receive a free consultation and
forecast for increasing Your operating
earnings.
Time saving
WE take care of Your online advertising
revenue and You can focus on what You do
best for Your business.

NO risk
Pay us only when We will increase your
revenue. If there is no increase, we receive
nothing.

Trusted Partner
We have Google AdSense certificate, which
gives you guarantees that we really know
what we do.
Thanks to our partnership we have the
possibility of issuing 5 ads on a single page,
which will increase your revenues.
We also have access to the issue of new ad
formats before it will be open for the wide
audience.
We contact Google directly and speed up
communication in cases of any violations

AdExchange
Switch from Google AdSense to
DoubleClick AdExchange
DoubleClick Ad Exchange was designed for large
Advertisers and premium Publishers. YieldRiser
has the ability to offer DoubleClick AdExchange
solutions for every Publisher that will start
working with YieldRiser.
Double Click Ad Exchange is a system that
provides real-time access to each significant
source of demand advertising site (buying
machines (DSP) from large media houses, direct
clients) as well as the extra demand from Google
AdSense. It causes that there is more demand,
more competition and therefore higher rates and
% of fill ads.
CONNECTING TO DOUBLECLICK AD EXCHANGE

From 20% to 200% increase of revenue
→ Access to the 100% campaign with
AdSense + additional source of demand
from large media houses and advertising
networks.
→ Consultation and assistance in adapting
to Google policy of accepting websites.

Premium Publishers
Let us focus on optimizing revenue from your
advertising space. You will be able to focus on what
is most important for you, namely the creation and
development of your business.
We optimize the issue of advertising codes for any
device, regardless of its type or screen size. No
matter whether it's a computer, tablet or
smartphone our strategy of selecting the best size
for creatives brings the immediate results.
We check and maximize your revenue on a daily
basis. We constantly observe rates from individual
advertisers and steer the minimum prices in order
to sell as much adverts as possible at the highest
rates. We do it all the time. In addition, we have
direct contact with Google, which accelerates the
implementation of many things.

PREMIUM PUBLISHERS
From 50% to 200% increase of revenue
→ Comprehensive monetization of the surface
→ Dedicated person – optimization career
→ Free implementation of DFP
→ We connect and optimize new sources of
demand (premium ad networks)

→ Optimization 24/7

→ Access to demand campaigns with Google
AdSense, Google Ad Exchange, and many of the
leading networks and SSP advertising solutions

→ The increase in revenue 20% - 200%

→ Gaining new revenue sources

SWITCH TO DOUBLECLICK ADECHANGE TODAY!

→ Consulting associated with the monetization
Surface, distribution of advertising places and
their sizes, sale of identifyed data products.

→ 30 day payment period

